
German designed and made with a precision and smoothness
of operation that is unrivalled worldwide. People the world 
over have regained their freedon, independance and mobility 
thanks to this beautifully designed suite of controls.

These controls operate electromechanically driven motors 
via digital control units to result in the lowest possible effort 
driving and incredible acuracy. Even those facing significant driving and incredible acuracy. Even those facing significant 
challenges can drive whether it be, low residual strength, 
minimal movement capabilities or loss or paralysis of limbs.

- Ergonomic and incredibly flexible; SPACE DRIVE controls combine 
 harmoniously and can be positioned anywhere to provide ultimate 
 convenience and ease-of-use for the driver

- Individuatlised: Software and hardware are calibrated by our specially
  trained Occupational Therapist and technicians to suit the personal 
 needs of the user and can be adjusted for any changes in their condition.

- Active redundancy: Dual systems running in parallel and a backup power 
 supply ensure full control is maintained in the case of engine or control 
 circuit failure. Triple redundancies; absolute failsafe.

- Sophisticated steering controls: Speed-dependent steering facilitates 
 customised to the individual means easy, safe driving even at high speeds

-- Certified to the highest standards; EMC tested, ISO 26262 certified
 and tested to ECE-R-79 and ECE-R14 TUV approval,and numerous
  international awards. The system has been fitted and is in use in many
 vehicles Australia wide.

- Safety assured: Fully tested on a hydropulser over 20 million km under 
 the toughest conditions to ensure your saftey.With over 10 years as a 
 PARAVAN service partner including in-house training at their facility in 
  Germany for SPACE DRIVE X-Wire system and application, rest assured
  your in good hands...

(02) 9482 2808
info@pmeautoconversions.com.au
www.pmeautoconversions.com.au
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